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Studying of current economic and international relations in 
the world showed that every country tries to enlarge its relations 
by using different methods, direction of which will lead to the 
sea. Seaside regions are particular transportation polygon and 
it provides rational access to the world goods market, which 
itself has influence on country’s economic proficiency and 
improvement of living level in population.

In clusters policy, scientists consider important supporting 
policy for companies and enterprises important for developing 
of particular region/branch. It is important to evaluate the 
potential of marine-transportation system in seaside regions, 
particularly in Adjara region, define possibilities and perspectives 
of clusters formation creating, learn European experience and 
draw possible parallels.

Very interesting example of cluster formations in Europe 
gives marine cluster in Finland, for which marine industry is 
very important for the development of the country, which is 
determined by its geographical location. So marine industry 
is essential for country, which is the most important form of 
implementation of outing trade for Finland. The seaport works 
on international level and attract the currency of cash funds from 
international market to the national economy. The functioning 
of seaport and marine transportation in general, is essential for 
export industry in Finland. Marine cluster in Finland is formed 
according to the participating of marine, marine industrial and 
seaport, private and state sectors.

It is important to discuss possibilities of customizing 
European model of clusters formation on Georgia, particularly in 
Adjara region. There are advantages of creation marine clusters 
in Ajara region, such as: strong warehouse farms, appropriate 
geopolitical location, mighty seaport, regulated transportation 
infrastructure, attractive investing environment, developing 
of different directions in tourism, which creates best basis for 
creation of marine clusters at the end.

Therefore, clusters can have effect on the opinions of state 
organs about effective governing of the territory, revealing 
the possible attraction of new investments, ensuring the 
development of not only specific regions, but also the whole 
country.

Key WordKey Words: s: Cluster, Port, Transport, Infrastructure, Logistics, 
Maritime Transport System, Free Economic Zone.
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შემოსულია რედაქციში:შემოსულია რედაქციში:
ივნისი,2021
რეცენზირებულია: რეცენზირებულია: 
ივლისი,2021

მსოფ ლი ო ში გამ ძაფ რე ბუ ლი ეკო ნო მი კუ რი და სა ერ თა-
შო რი სო ურ თი ერ თო ბე ბის ანა ლი ზი ცხად ყოფს, რომ ნე-
ბის მი ე რი სა ხელ მ წი ფო სხვა დას ხ ვა მე თო დით ცდი ლობს 
შექ მ ნას ზღვა ზე გას ვ ლის ოპ ტი მა ლუ რი გე ოგ რა ფი უ ლი და 
პო ლი ტი კუ რი გა რე მო. ანა ლო გი უ რი მიდ გო მის ძი რი თა დი 
არ სი იმა ში ა, რომ ზღვის პი რა რე გი ო ნე ბი წარ მო ად გე ნენ 
გან სა კუთ რე ბულ სატ რან ს პორ ტო პო ლი გონს მსოფ ლიო სა-
სა ქონ ლო ბა ზა რებ ზე რა ცი ო ნა ლუ რი წვდო მი სათ ვის, რაც 
თა ვის თა ვად ქვეყ ნის ეკო ნო მი კურ სიძ ლი ე რე ზე,  კე თილ-
დღე ო ბა სა და მო სახ ლე ო ბის ცხოვ რე ბის დო ნის გა უმ ჯო ბე-
სე ბა ზე აისა ხე ბა. 

მნიშ ვ ნე ლო ვა ნია სა ქარ თ ვე ლოს ზღვის პი რა რე გი ო ნე ბის, 
კერ ძოდ კი აჭა რის რე გი ო ნის საზღ ვა ო- სატ რან ს პორ ტო სის-
ტე მის პო ტენ ცი ა ლის შე ფა სე ბა და რე გი ონ ში კლას ტე რუ ლი 
ფორ მი რე ბე ბის შექ მ ნის, მი სი გან ვი თა რე ბის შე საძ ლებ ლო-
ბე ბის და პერ ს პექ ტი ვე ბის გან საზღ ვ რა, კლას ტე რუ ლი ფორ-
მი რე ბე ბის ევ რო პუ ლი გა მოც დი ლე ბის შეს წავ ლა და შე საძ-
ლო პა რა ლე ლე ბის გავ ლე ბა.

 მნიშ ვ ნე ლო ვა ნია საზღ ვაო კლას ტე რე ბის ფორ მი რე ბის 
ევ რო პუ ლი მო დე ლის მორ გე ბის შე საძ ლებ ლო ბე ბის გან-
ხილ ვა სა ქარ თ ვე ლოს, კერ ძოდ კი აჭა რის რე გი ონ ზე. 

  აჭა რის რე გი ონ ში საზღ ვაო კლას ტე რის შექ მ ნი სათ ვის 
არ სე ბობს  რო გო რი ცა ა: მძლავ რი არა ერ თი სა ფუძ ვე ლი, მათ 
შო რის ისე თი მნიშ ვ ნე ლო ვა ნი  რო გო რი ცა ა: ხელ საყ რე ლი 
გე ო პო ლი ტი კუ რი მდე ბა რე ო ბა, მძლავ რი პორ ტი და გა მარ-
თუ ლი სატ რან ს პორ ტო ინ ფ რას ტ რუქ ტუ რა, მიმ ზიდ ვე ლი 
სა ინ ვეს ტი ციო გა რე მო, ტუ რიზ მის სხვდას ხ ვა მი მარ თუ ლე-
ბე ბის გან ვი თა რე ბა, მძლავ რი სა საწყო ბო მე ურ ნე ო ბა, რაც 
სა ბო ლოო ჯამ ში ქმნის საზღ ვაო კლას ტე რე ბის შექ მ ნის სა-
უ კე თე სო წი ნა პი რო ბას.

გა რე მო ე ბა მოწ მობს, რომ კლას ტე რებს შე უძ ლი ათ ზე-
მოქ მე დე ბა მო ახ დი ნონ მთავ რო ბის ორ გა ნო ე ბის შე ხე დუ-
ლე ბებ ზე ტე რი ტო რი ის ეფექ ტუ რი მარ თ ვის კუთხით, გა მო-
ავ ლი ნონ ახა ლი ინ ვეს ტი ცი ე ბის მო ზიდ ვის შე საძ ლებ ლო-
ბე ბი, და აჩ ქა რონ რო გორც ცალ კე უ ლი ტე რი ტო რი ის, ისე 
მთლი ა ნად სა ხელ მ წი ფოს ეკო ნო მი კუ რი გან ვი თა რე ბა.

საკ               ვან               ძო სიტყ               ვე        ბი: საკ               ვან               ძო სიტყ               ვე        ბი: კლას ტე რი, პორ ტი, ტრან ს პორ ტი, 
ინ ფ რას ტ რუქ ტუ რა, ლო ჯის ტი კა, საზღ ვა ო- სატ რან ს პორ ტო 
სის ტე მა, თა ვი სუ ფა ლი ზო ნა.
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The unity of current globalization processes 
at the level of modernization of the world, which 
are distinguished with permanent changes in 
political and economical formations, acceleration 
of technological and social innovations, helps 
to accelerate the forming process of world’s 
economy as well. Rising the level of development 
of high technologies sphere supported the 
stability of relations between organizations and 
individuals existed in the world, not only by 
economical relations, but also by political and 
social relationships.

The dynamism of modern world mostly effects 
those countries which do not have, or have but it 
is not on appropriate level, effective mechanisms 
needed for developing of the sphere of economy 
and politics. Exactly the internal affairs is the 
important factor, which determines the amount 
and form of profit taken by the country from 
globalization processes that is an actual issue 
nowadays.

Studying of current economic and international 
relations in the world showed that every country 
tries to enlarge its own territory by using different 
methods, direction of which will lead to the sea. 
Seaside regions are particular transportation 
polygon and it provides rational access to the world 
goods market, which itself has an influence on 
country’s economic proficiency and improvement 
of living level in population.

The national economy of country, economic 
enlarging, development of territorial complexes 
and economic activities abroad are strongly 
connected with the developing the level of 
country’s transportation system. The level 
of transportation system shows the level 
and competitiveness of national economy 
development and on the other hand, afford to 
evaluate long-term strategic relations between 
economic subject during the formation, without 
considering the form of owning and its sphere.

At the modern stage, taking into consideration 
current social, economic or political factors, for 
any seaside country, seaport activity is a priority 
and very important into strategic policy, which 
is directed to stability and supports economic 
development of the country, as for existing the 
seaport is a valuable and keyword resource, which 
supports successful involvement into transportable 
system and raising the competitiveness and 
awareness of country and region as well.

The end of 20th century and the beginning of 
21th century is characterized with accelerating 
the process of developing of seaport regions. 
The intensity of potential mastering is sharply 
increased, the functions of seaside line are 
improved, different territorial-industrial and 
seaport-industrial complexes are created, 
which have sharply expressed specialization of 
transportable-resourcing or transportial-industry 
[4].

According to above-mentioned, it is important 
to discuss one of the priority of economic policy-the 
possibilities of cluster formation and perspectives 
of its development, especially to study it on time 
in marine-transportable system, which is done for 
rising country’s competitiveness. The developing of 
effective cluster model by the country will support 
the development of technologic innovations and 
also will lead to easy adaptation to the goods and 
technology accumulated abroad [5].

As a rule, clusters policy is described as a 
supporting policy of particular companies and 
enterprises, which provide developing of particular 
region or branch. In general, cluster is created by 
combining specific elements in one system, which 
is equipped with some functions or it is created by 
achieving of specific goal of enterprising.

According to the theory of Michael Porter, 
“cluster- is unity of geographically related 
companies and connected organizations, which 
act in specific sphere and are characterized with 
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one and the same activity and relationships” [2].
It should be mentioned that clustering concept 

means the informal and voluntary unity of 
organizations and enterprises, activities of which 
take place on specific territory and also their aim 
is to use the economic potential of the region and 
sphere optimally. To achieve this aim, it is essential 
to use not only the enterprising-financial effort of 
seaside region sector, but also it is important to 
use and involve maximally potential of scientific 
and educational organizations, which will support 
the developing of marine sphere and marine-
transportable system in the region.

As many global examples show, cluster 
formations include not only interconnection,but 
also co-operation. Companies which are included 
into cluster, can increase their competitiveness by 
using the following ways:
l Clusters increase the production of the 

company, which can be regarded as the 
advantage of companies working in one and 
the same geographical zone.

l Those clusters the working of which are 
directed to innovative and high-technological 
projects can reach the growing of economy 
faster than others.

l Cluster gives the stimuli to create a new 
organization which will be the part of the 
same cluster in future and strengthens it by 
the way[2].

Clustering approach is profitable not only for 
organizations participating into cluster, but also 
for the development of the whole country.

Clusters created on the level of territories helps 
the rising the level of employment in population, 
increasing the level of paying, developing of stable 
and competitive regional enterprising and it also 
gives the basis of diversification of economical 
development on the given territory.

It is not arguable today that formation of 
marine clusters is perspective, because this will 

help to solve the problem of interaction between 
all the structures participating in this activity. It 
can be involvement of local self-government or 
using the experience of marine specialists.

Nowadays defining the level of perceptiveness 
of clusters creations is not arguable, because 
above-mentioned will support to solve relation 
problems between the participant structures in 
seaport activities, problems like attracting local 
authority and its involvement, or using other 
marine specialists.

Developing of Georgian seaports and 
transportable systems related to them.is important 
matter and prior issue nowadays. Which play 
important role in the developing the economy of 
the whole country.

It should be noted that high level of sea industry 
in Europe in general defines the developing of living 
level of Europeans, as amount of transporting 
goods determines the main factor of world trade. 
Outer trade in Europe is implemented by the help 
of seaports. European seaports serve about 3,5 
million tons of cargo in a year and more than 350 
million people use the service of these seaports. 
According to this, marine transport and services 
connected to it are vitally important in European 
landscape. The 40% of oil and 60% of gas used in 
Europe are taken from these marine-transportable 
systems. The sea ensures the existing a wide 
range of energic-transportable routes, turnover, 
underwater pipes and working of electronic 
systems in whole Europe [12].

Seaside regions of Europe take important part 
in developing of marine industry, particularly in 
turnover, shipbuilding and also in the sphere of 
world tourism. Cruise tourism is quickly developing 
in Europe, increasing about 10% annually. Another 
important sphere is fishing which is the main 
source of food in some regions and is an important 
sector in employment sphere [12].
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Europe takes important and powerful global 
position in the developing of different sectors in 
marine industry. The most important is to keep 
the competitiveness of marine clusters. Many 
European countries set as a priority the developing 
of seaside sector and many of them created cluster 
formations.

In 4th November, 2005 “European Union of 
Maritime Clusters” (ENMC)was established in 
Paris by uniting 10 European countries (Denmark, 
Finland, Germany, Italy, Holland, Norway, Poland, 
Spain, Switzerland, Great Britain). The goal of 
this network was to share/gather experience 
and knowledge for developing co-operation of 
seaports in participant countries and developing 
their economy as well [12].

Very interesting example of cluster formations 
in Europe gives marine cluster in Finland, for 
which marine industry is very important for the 
development of the country, which is determined 
by its geographical location. So marine industry is 
essential for country, which is the most important 
form of implementation of outing trade for 
Finland. The seaport works on international 
level and attract the currency of cash funds from 
international market to the national economy. The 
functioning of seaport and marine transportation 
in general, is essential for export industry in 
Finland. Marine cluster in Finland is formed 
according to the participating of marine, marine 
industrial and seaport, private and state sectors. 

As many global examples show, cluster 
formations include not only interconnection, but 
also co-operation. Companies which are included 
into cluster, can increase their competitiveness by 
using the following ways:

•Clusters increase the production of the 
company, which can be regarded as the advantage 
of companies working in one and the same 
geographical zone.

•Those clusters the working of which are 

directed to innovative and high-technological 
projects can reach the growing of economy faster 
than others.

•Cluster gives the stimuli to create a new 
organization which will be the part of the same 
cluster in future and strengthens it by the way.

Clustering approach is profitable not only for 
organizations participating into cluster, but also 
for the development of the whole country. Cluster 
supports raising employment into the population, 
the level of paying, the development of sustainable 
and competitive regional production. Also, it will 
give the basis of economic development of the 
country.

The actuality of this research will be added by 
the analysis of the process of implementing cluster 
policy in Georgia, particularly the formation 
of marine clusters, which is one of the most 
important factor of economic growth, rising the 
potential and competitiveness of the region.

The current processes in Georgia for last 
decade, its integration and involvement into 
international processes, appropriate geopolitical 
location of the country under which is meant its 
existence on ancient crossroad, all of these factors 
supported cluster formation to be actual in Adjara 
region which is tightly connected with involving 
the country into the world economic relations. We 
should pay attention that the region has historic 
experience of existing free economic zones on its 
territory, which is testified by the declaration of 
Batumi as “Porto Franko” in 29th October, in 1878.
This is additional condition of creating clusters 
formation in this region. A history of creation of 
Batumi Maritime Harbor is practically the history 
of formation of logistics center in Caucasus region 
that defined the role of Georgia as a transitional 
country.

Nowadays Batumi seaport is a bond of not only 
our transportial system but also it is the important 
part of European transportial corridor and strong 
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transportial object of international meaning, 
which has:
l Container terminal and complex of harboring 

for serving the ferries.
l Cargo terminal.
l Passenger terminal
l Batumi oil terminal.

Batumi harbor is a main marine gate of 
Georgia and the economic development of not 
only in Adjara region but also in the whole country 
depend on its stability. Batumi marine harbor was 
historically the logistics center of Caucasus region. 
Particularly it is one of harbors of Georgia, by the 
help of which Georgia became transiting country. 
Today Batumi plays important role into the life and 
development of the region.

The comprehensive loading of Poti seaport, 
which is connecting ring while transporting cargo 
from Turkey, nearest East and Europe to the 
middle Asian countries and Afghanistan. Seaport 
of Poti implements transportation in three main 
directions:
l Transportation to Russia and Azerbaijan from 

bordering line-Samuri/Yalama.
l Transportation in Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, 

Tajikistan, Uzbekistan by ferry to Baku-
Turqmenbash.

l It is not arguable today that formation of 
marine clusters is perspective, because this 
will help to solve the problem of interaction 
between all the structures participating in 
this activity. It can be involvement of local 
self-government or using the experience of 
marine specialists.

Tt’s important to note that, In February, 
2008, subsidiary company of JSC “Yaztransoil”-ltd 
“Batumi Industrial Holding “gained the exclusive 
right to rule Batumi Seaport for 49 years and 100% 
of shares of Batumi Oil Terminal. SC “Yaztransoil” is 
a subsidiary company of JSC “Yazmunaigaz”, which 
is main operator in oil transporting in Yazakhistan. 
The aim of purchasing actives of Batumi Seaport 
is clear, it is about creating new export window 
in transporting oil and oil products. This direction 
will help Kazakhstan to diversify oil streams and 
stop the depending on terminals owned by other 
countries [8].

Batumi Sea Port provides unified software for 
ship’s agents, suppliers, brokers and forwarders. 
Daily Ships position, online statement-of-facts, 
cargo handling accounting, ship/cargo charges 
calculating and ships visitors monitoring system, 
ship supply modules, disbursement proforma 
calculation
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Throughput efficiency of the oil terminal 
is – up to 15 million tons annually. The terminal 
specializes in refining raw oil and almost all types 
of oil products: diesel fuel, petrol, reduced cruel 
and so on. The given berths are leased to Ltd 
“Batumi Oil Terminal” until 2019. 

Throughput efficiency of the container 
terminal is 100 000 TEU annually. The container 
terminal has open storing areas and possesses 
transshipment equipment, which specializes in 
operating with containers in direct and storage 
ways.

Maximum throughput of the dry cargo terminal 
– 2,0 million tones annually.

The marine passenger terminal is situated in 
the center of the city, in the seaside boulevard. The 
throughput efficiency is about 180 000 passengers 
annually [9].

There are advantages of creation marine 
clusters in Ajara region, such as: strong warehouse 
farms, appropriate geopolitical location, mighty 
seaport, regulated transportation infrastructure, 
attractive investing environment, developing of 

different directions in tourism, which creates best 
basis for creation of marine clusters at the end. 
But In this case important to note that, firstly is 
necessary to study the region, its potential and 
determine the level of its readiness, especially in 
maritime transport systems. 

During the research, respondents were 
selected for interviews, the main purpose of which 
was to show the attitude of decision-makers, 
companies and specialists involved in cluster 
formations, and also to identify the potential of 
the region. 100 respondents were interviewed, 

during which were identified the most important 
problems - low awareness of clusters (diagram N 
1), non-possession of the most important facility 
as a seaport and deficiencies in the legislative 
system (diagram N 2).

From the initial results of the study it is clear 
that, despite the potential of the region and its 
growing development, there are problems, in 
particular, non-possession of the port.

Nowadays developing of Georgian seaports 
and transportable systems connected to them 
is a priority and important matter, which plays 
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important role in the developing of economy in the 
country. And the development of the port and its 
associated transport systems is currently a priority 
and important issue, which plays an important 
role in the overall development economy of the 
country. 

Maritime transport cluster formation can 
improve the economic situation of the region, 
this will establish coordinated relations between 
cluster members, improve the accurate and timely 
flow of information, solve problems with logistics, 
provide an opportunity to raise funds and develop 
organizations involved in the cluster, increase the 
level of development of the services sector and 
the general standard of living of the region. 

In this case, cluster can be formed from such 
bodies as the port of Batumi, the Maritime 
Transport Agency, banking and financial 
institutions, government and local self-government 
authorities, non-governmental organizations, 
research institution and Region science-education 
centers.

Therefore, it is necessary to identify problems 
at the state level and develop an action plan 

that will allow us to optimally use the economic 
potential of the region and the industry in the 
future.

 To achieve this goal, it is necessary to use not 
only the power of industrial-financial sector of 
seaside region, but also the potential of scientific 
and educative organizations should be used and 
involved, which will help the development of 
marine sphere and marine-transportial system.

The formation of maritime transport clusters 
offers great opportunities and prospects for the 
region, but there are a number of difficulties that 
hinder the formation of clusters:

The first and main problem is the alienated 
port and the non-use of its capabilities, which is 
clearly shown in statistical diagram N 2;

Low level of public and private structures 
awareness of the cluster and its capabilities 
(Diagram N1)

 Pandemic situation caused by covid-19, is a 
global health crisis, which appeared to be a serious 
threat not only for world health organization, but 
also for global economy. IN fact, world pandemical 
was the challenge for the developing of all sphere.
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   Maritime transport underpins global supply 
chain linkages and economic interdependency 
with shipping and ports estimated to handle over 
80% of global merchandise trade by volume and 
more than 70 by value as result, when disruptive 
factors such as pandemics occur, the sector works 
as a transmission channel that sends shockwaves 
across supply chains and regions.

   The pandemic has sent shockwaves through 
global maritime transport. Global maritime 
trade will plunge by 4.1 % in 2020 due ti the 
unprecedented disruption caused by COVID-19.

According to the trade association International 

Chamber of Shipping (ICS), losses caused by the 

pandemic for the shipping industry total 350 

million per week.

As the recent events have shown, during 

economic decreases, governments of different 

states try to use all techniques for economic 

stimulation, also for trade developing. According to 

the opinions of experts, they think that pandemical 

will give more advantages than disadvantages 

to globalization, which will be vivid at the end of 

pandemia.it is historically proved that all global 

challenges are over with coordination of strength 

to avoid risks of appearing situations alike.

Developing of effective clustering models for 

specific countries will help to develop technological 

innovations, now-hows and inventions, and also 

will help the adaptation with new material and 

technologies

Source:UNCTAD calculations based on data from UNCTADstat.
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